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DATE DUE:                       Name:    
Ms. Terry J. Boroughs 
Geology 300                                                      Section:     
                                      Evolution of the Sun & Planets 

Instructions:  Read each question carefully before selecting the BEST answer or option.  Use GEOLOGIC 
vocabulary where applicable!  Provide concise, but detailed answers to essay and fill-in questions.  TURN IN YOUR 
882 –ES SCANTRON AND ANSWER SHEET ONLY!            

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS: 
1. Approximately how old is the Earth? 

A. 225 years old B. 25,000 years old  C. 4.6 million years old    D. 4.6 billion years old 
2. Approximately how old is the Universe? 

A. 4.5 billion years old  B. 4.5 million years old C. 13.8 billion years old D. 25 billion years old 
3. Which of the following statements about a scientific theory is true? 

A. it is an explanation for some natural phenomenon 
B. it has a large body of supporting evidence 
C. it is testable      D. all of these are false  E. all of these are true 

4. Which of the following statements regarding the scientific method is false? 
A. A tentative explanation of a body of data is called a hypothesis. 
B. Hypotheses are more likely to be correct than theories. 
C. A hypothesis is strengthened if it fails to predict the outcomes of new experiments.  
D. If new evidence indicates that a hypothesis is wrong, the theory may still be accurate. 
E. All of these are false     F. All of these are true 

5. According to the principle of uniformitarianism: 
A. all of the planets formed from a uniform solar nebula 
B. geologic processes we observe today have operated similarly in the past 
C. early Earth was covered by a uniform magma ocean 
D. humans evolved from apes 

6. The principle of uniformitarianism is also known as: 
A. The Principle of Inclusions.        D. Answers A. and B. 
B. The principle of uniformity.        E. Answers B. and C. 
C. “The present is the key to the past.”      F. None of these 

7. Nuclear fusion within the interior of  stars occurs when the interior temperatures exceed: 
A. 100˚C  B. 1,000˚C   C.  10,000˚C  D.  100,000˚C  E.  1,000,000˚C 

8. In regards to the chemical composition of the planets, the closer to the Sun that condensation occurred, the: 
A. richer the planet will be in the lighter elements 
B. richer the planet will be in the heavier elements 
C. there is no difference in composition related to distance from the Sun 
D. none of these 

9. In the Helio-Centric or modern-day model (in use today) of the Solar System the: 
A. Earth is flat. 
B. Sun is in the center of the solar system. 
C. Earth rotates on its axis to produce night and day. 
D. Earth is in the center of the solar system. 
E. Answers B. and C. 
F. Answers C. and D. 
G. Answers A. and B. 

10. What are the two most abundant elements in gas clouds in the Solar System and the Universe? 
A. oxygen and nitrogen C.  oxygen and silicon 
B. hydrogen and helium D.  carbon and silicon 

11. Under intense pressure and high temperature, hydrogen atoms combine to form helium. This process is called 
_______________ 

A. nuclear fusion B. metamorphism C. evolution  D. convection 
12. The composition of the universe has been changing since the "Big Bang." Yet 98% of it still consists of the 

elements: 
A. hydrogen and carbon   C. helium and carbon  D. hydrogen and helium 
B. carbon and nitrogen    E. hydrogen and nitrogen 

13. Which of the following is not one of the four inner planets? 
A. Venus B.  Uranus C. Mercury  D. Mars 

14. What bodies in the solar system orbit between Mars and Jupiter? 
A. Comets  B. meteoroids C. asteroids  D. astroblems E. none of these 
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15. The solar nebular hypothesis explains: 
A. the similarities in orbits and rotation of the planets and their moons 
B. the differences in composition between the terrestrial and Jovian planets 
C. the slow rotation of the Sun 
D. the presence of the asteroid belt 
E. all of these 

16. Which of the following is not one of the giant outer planets? 
A. Uranus   B. Saturn C. Jupiter  D. Mars 

17. The terrestrial planets are characterized by having a: 
A. silicate core  B. iron-rich silicate core  C. iron-rich metallic core  D. none of these 

18. The planets can be separated into terrestrial and Jovian primarily on the basis of which property associated with 
composition or type of matter: 

A. Size B. atmosphere  C. density D. color  E. none of these 
19. Which of the following events did all of the terrestrial planets experience early in their history: 

A. Accretion B. differentiation C. volcanism D. meteorite impacting E. all of these 
20. Which of the following planets is composed mostly of hydrogen and helium? 

A. Jupiter  B. Venus  C. Sun   D. Pluto 
21. The heat that caused the early Earth to go into a molten phase came from: 

A. gravitational contraction (compression)   C. accretion by impacts and collisions 
B. radioactive decay        D. all of these 

22. The Earth's core is made up of the following element(s) _____________. 
A. Oxygen  B. silicon C. nickel D. iron  E.  iron and nickel 

23. At approximately what temperature does iron melt which leads to the process of planetary differentiation? 
A. 2000 C  B. 2,000° C  C. 20,000° C D. 2,000,000° C 

24. The element oxygen makes up a large proportion of the Earth's_______________ . 
A. Atmosphere  B. oceans C. crust  D. atmosphere, oceans, and crust 

25. Which of the following mechanisms caused the early Earth to heat up? 
A. plate tectonics         D. collision of material with primitive Earth 
B. gravitational compression       E.  answers b, c, and d. 
C. disintegration/decay of radioactive elements  F.  answers a, b, and c. 

26. The process by which an originally homogeneous (uniform) Earth developed a dense core and a light crust is 
called _____________. 

A. Metamorphism  B. differentiation C. accretion  D. compression 
27. The crust is divided into: 

A. continental crust and oceanic crust   C. continental and asthenosphere 
B. oceanic crust and asthenosphere   D. none of these 

28. What is the whole Earth’s most abundant element? 
A. Oxygen  B. silicon C. gold  D. iron 

29. What is the most abundant element in the Earth's crust? 
A. oxygen     B. silicon     C. aluminum     D. iron  

30. The name of the layer in the Earth that separates the crust from the core is called the: 
A. magma    b. lithosphere    c. mantle    d. continent 

31. The composition of the continental crust is often referred as “Sialic” and is therefore rich in these elements: 
A. silicon and magnesium  C. some aluminum and magnesium  E. answers a. and d. 
B. silicon and aluminum  D. some iron and magnesium   F. answers b. and c. 

32. There are various types of materials in the Solar System and as one travels from the inner Solar System toward 
the outer solar system, different types of planetary materials become more common due to the different 
temperature conditions.  Place the types of planetary materials in order of dominance as one travels from the 
inner solar system toward the outer solar system. 

A. Ice, gas, rock, metal   C. Ice, rock, gas, metal   E. Gas, ice, rock, metal 
B. Metal, rock, gas, ice   D. Metal, gas, rock, ice 

33. The largest terrestrial planet in our solar system is: 
A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Earth  e. Jupiter 

34. This planet(s) shows evidence of water erosion. 
A. Mars  B. Earth  C. Venus D. Uranus E. answers a. and b. F. answers c. and d. 

35. The satellite (moon) of Jupiter with an relatively un-cratered, and recent ice covered surface is called: 
A. Io  B. Phobos C. Europa D. Titan  E. Miranda 

36. This planet contains Mons Olympus (or Olympus Mons), one of the largest known volcanoes in the solar system. 
A. Venus B. Uranus C. Mars  D. Mercury E. Pluto 

37. The only planet whose axis of rotation nearly parallels the plane of the ecliptic (or is knocked on its side) is 
A. Venus B. Saturn C. Uranus D. Neptune  E. Pluto 
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38. The only terrestrial planet whose axis of rotation spins clock-wise is: 
A. Venus B. Saturn C. Uranus D. Neptune  E. Pluto 

39. This planet(s) has ice caps, which change in size with the seasons. 
A. Venus B. Earth C. Mars  D. Mercury E. answers b. and c. F. answers a. and d. 

40. The smallest Jovian planet in our solar system is: 
A. Saturn   B. Neptune   C. Uranus D. Jupiter 

41. Which of the following Terrestrial planets is geologically active? 
A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Earth  e. answers a, c, and d.  f. all of these 

42. Which of the following Terrestrial planets is NOT currently geologically active? 
A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Earth  e. answers a, c, and d.  f. all of these 

43. Our Solar System contains the following types of planetary objects: 
A. Terrestrial planets B. Jovian Planets      C. Icy and/or Dwarf planets      D. all of these 

44. The initial primitive atmosphere that developed on the Earth was produced by outgassing by volcanoes.  What 
compound did this primitive atmosphere contain? 

A. Carbon Dioxide (CO2)  D. Oxygen gas 
B. Sulfur compounds   E.  answers A, B, and C  
C. Water vapor (H2O)   F. All of these were present in the Earth’s primitive atmosphere 

45. This process involves the processing of chemical nutrients by organic life, without the need for sunlight or oxygen. 
A. Photosynthesis  b. chemosynthesis  c. diagenesis d. biogenesis 

46. How did Earth develop an oxygen-rich atmosphere? 
A. The Earth was bombarded by oxygen-rich comets. 
B. Volcanic eruptions released large amounts of oxygen. 
C. Photosynthesis released oxygen which accumulated gradually. 
D. Sunlight broke water down to form oxygen and hydrogen. 

47. Which of the following terrestrial planets has essentially no atmosphere? 
A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Earth 

48. Which of the following terrestrial planets has an atmosphere, which is thinner than the Earth’s atmosphere? 
A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Neptune 

49. These minor members of the solar system are thought to have formed beyond the orbit of Neptune. 
A. Comets  B. asteroids  C. Kuiper belt objects D. answers A. & C.    E. answers A. & B. 

50. Which of the following terrestrial planets has the densest (thickest) atmosphere, which contributes to its 
greenhouse effect? 

A. Mars    b. Mercury    c. Venus    d. Earth 
51. The only body in the solar system, other than Earth and Neptune's moon, Triton, known to have active volcanism 

is_________.  This object is also more volcanically active than even the Earth. 
A. Io  B. Phobos C. Europa D. Titan  E. Miranda 

52. There are many major and minor planetary objects in our Solar system, but only the Terrestrial and the 
___________Planets are currently considered MAJOR planets in our Solar System. 

A. Jovian B. Gaseous or Gas Giants  C. Icy Dwarfs  D. answers a. & b.  E. answers a. & c. 
53. Jupiter's Great Red Spot is presently thought to be 

A. a volcanic area     D. the effect of a mountain system on Jupiter's wind system. 
B. a large rotating hurricane-like storm.  E.  a zone of high ammonia concentration  
C. none of these 

54. These spectacular bodies have been compared to large, dirty snowballs, since they are made of frozen gases 
which hold together small fragments of rocky material. 

A. Comets  B. asteroids  C. satellites  D. meteoroids E. meteorites 
55. Pluto was recently down-graded (demoted) from a major planet to a: 

A. Kuiper belt object B. icy, dwarf planet C. asteroid            D. both a. and b. 
56. In addition to the eight Major planets and the Kuiper Belt Objects, our Solar System contains the following: 

A. Asteroids B. meteoroids C. comets D. interplanetary dust E. all of these 
57. Kuiper Belt Objects, such as Pluto and Eris are typically: 

A. Icy objects    C. exhibit irregular and elliptical orbits  E. all of these 
B. small, dwarf-sized  D. orbits lie off of the plane of the ecliptic F. have rocky cores  

58. These objects can be placed into one of three general categories; iron, stony, and stony-iron. 
A. Comets  B. asteroids  C. satellites  D. meteoroids E. meteorites 

59. The most abundant meteorites “finds” are: 
A. Stones  B. irons  C. stony-irons  D. achondrites  E. peridotites 

60. The most abundant meteorites “falls” are: 
A. Stones  B. irons  C. stony-irons  D. achondrites  E. peridotites 
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62. Meteorites rich in (iron- and nickel- alloys) or minerals rich in metallic iron and nickel are called: 
A. iron meteorites    C. stony-iron meteorites 
B. iron-silicate meteorites  D. stony meteorites 

63. Meteorites rich in a combination of (silicates) especially (silicates rich in iron and magnesium)  as well as metallic 
iron and nickel alloys are called: 

A. iron meteorites    C. stony-iron meteorites 
B. iron-silicate meteorites  D. stony meteorites 

64. Meteorites rich in (iron- and magnesium- silicate) minerals (i.e. silicates rich in iron and magnesium) are called: 
A. iron meteorites    C. stony-iron meteorites 
B. iron-silicate meteorites  D. stony meteorites 

65. The most widely accepted theory regarding the origin of the Moon involves: 
A. capture from an independent orbit 
B. an independent origin from the Earth 
C. breaking off from the Earth during the Earth's accretion 
D. formation resulting from a collision between the Earth and a Mars- sized body 
E. none of these 

66. The Moon’s composition is: 
A. Roughly identical to the Earth’s composition 
B. Completely different than the Earth’s composition 
C. Similar to but not completely identical nor completely different than the Earth’s composition 
D. Due to the transfer of material from a collision between Earth and a Mars-sized impactor. 
E. Answers c. and d. 
F. Answers a. and b. 

67. Upon impact by a meteorite, material is ejected into the air and eventually deposited on the ground due to the 
influence of gravity. This material produces a uniform, symmetrical pattern called an: 

A. Lunar Terrae b. lunar Mare c. ejecta blanket d. tektites e. answers a. and c. 
68. The Lunar highlands on the Moon are most likely 

A. Large lava-filled impact craters.      D.  Dried up ocean basins. 
B. Lunar Terrae.          E.  Ancient, heavily impacted Mountains. 
C. Answers b. and e.         F. answers a. and d. 

69. Most of the Moon's craters were produced by: 
A. the impact of debris (meteorites)  C.  volcanic eruptions D.  radial implosions 
B. Faulting        E.  their origin remains unknown 

70. The maria lowlands on the Moon are most likely 
A. large lava-filled impact craters      D.  dried up ocean basins 
B. fault block basins similar to rift valleys on Earth  E.  stream eroded basins 
C. none of these 

TRUE = A / FALSE = B 

71. The Universe is approximately 14 Billion years old. 

72. The current theory on the origin of the solar system states that the major planets and Sun all formed at 
approximately the same time in a rotating nebular disk. 

73. Stellar Parallax can be used to determine the distance between nearby stars. 

74. In our modern model (Helio-centric) of the Solar System, the planets maintain elliptical orbits around the Sun. 

75. Most of the material from the solar nebula, that formed our solar system, is found in the Sun. 

76. The Jovian planets have a large mass because they contain a large amount of matter. 

77. The Terrestrial planets have a high density due to the type of composition and/or material they contain. 

78. The angles associated with stellar parallax can be seen visually with the naked eye; magnification is NOT 
necessary to view these angles! 

79. As a result of heating, the heavier elements in the Earth sank to form the core and the lighter elements rose to 
form the crust and mantle. 

80. The Earth is composed of layers of different thickness and composition. 

81. We know that the terrestrial planets have cores that are metallic in composition, because we see similar materials 
in iron Meteorites. 

82. The Terrestrial planets have a low density due to the expansion of gaseous material and the resulting increase in 
volume which disperses the planets’ mass. 

83. Mars is an example of a Kuiper Belt object. 
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84. The New Horizons space craft recently scanned the surface of Pluto and found a more varied surface than 
expected, including icy mountains, flat plains, and possible icy volcanoes. 

85. The continental crust is less dense than the oceanic crust. 

86. The crust is less dense than the mantle. 

87. Most meteorites are considered to be representative samples of the material that makes up "Earth-like" or 
terrestrial planets. 

88. Iron meteorites are similar in composition to the Earth’s core, whereas Stony meteorites are similar to the Earth’s 
crust. 

89. Even though the atmosphere of Mars is less dense than Earth's, dust storms and sand dunes and other wind 
action do occur on Mars.  

90. Mars is an icy, dwarf planet and has NO moons orbiting around it. 

91. Pluto is not considered to be one of the eight Major Planets. 

92. Pluto and its largest moon, Charon, appear to orbit each other as they travel around the Sun. 

93. Asteroids are typically located between the orbit of Jupiter and Uranus. 

94. Although most meteorites originate from the Asteroid Belt, Martian and Lunar meteorites have also been found on 
Earth, although they are less common than meteorites from the Asteroid Belt. 

95. Most of the Moon's craters are related to volcanic activity. 

96. The process of weathering is NOT very common on the Moon. 

97. The Moon may have formed by material ejected when a large planetesimal (Mars-sized object) struck the Sun. 

ESSAY AND FILL-IN QUESTIONS: 

98. What is the name of the Theory which describes the formation of the Universe? 

99. The proposal that contends that Earth is in the center of the universe is the _________ view. 

100. The formation of the solar system from a huge cloud of dust and gases is called the: (Solar _______ 
hypothesis). 

101. Which planet spins on its axis in a clock-wise direction? 

102. Which planet has an axis of rotation that is tilted approximately 90 degrees and appears to spin on its side? 

103. The surface temperatures of Mars are very ___________ due to its distance from the Sun and its thin 
atmosphere. 

104. The surface temperatures of Venus are very ____________ due to the Greenhouse effect. 

105. Pluto, like the recently discovered Eris, is a member of the: 

106. The areas of the Moon which appear bright, mountainous, and are highly cratered are called: 

107. The flat, dark, lava covered areas on the Moon are called ____________. 

108. The apparent shift in the position of a nearby star when viewed from extreme points in Earth's orbit six 
months apart is called: 

109. One of the discoveries which led to the modern Helio-centric view of the solar system was that the orbits of 
the planets are_____________ in shape. (Describe the shape of the planetary orbits.) 

110. The vast majority of the planets orbit around the Sun in a _______________direction. 

111. What is an Exoplanet? 

112. What is the difference between Mass and Density? 

113. What are the three sources of heat that led to the differentiation of the Earth and other planets?  In other 
words, the temperatures in the interior of the planets increased due to three sources of heat, what were/are 
they? 

114. What is the difference between the Heliocentric and Geocentric models of the Solar System?  Give examples 
of evidence for the model as needed.  
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GEOLOGY 300:  THE SOLAR SYSTEM - WORD LIST 

ASTEROIDS  PLUTO  KEPLER  HIGHLANDS  

COPERNICUS  RETROGRADE  MERCURY  JOVIAN  

EJECTA STONY IRONS  NEPTUNE  MARIA  

ESCAPE VELOCITY  BRAHE  PTOLEMY  METEORITES  

HYPOTHESIS  EARTH  SATURN  NEWTON  

JUPITER  GALILEO  TERRESTRIAL  REGOLITH  

MARS  IRONS  VENUS STONES  

NEBULAR COMETS  URANUS  

 
GEOLOGY 300:  THE SOLAR SYSTEM – CLUES 
ACROSS 

1. The initial velocity an object needs to escape from the surface of a celestial body. 

3. A small body that generally revolves around the Sun in an elongated orbit and is composed of a small rocky core 
surrounded by ice. 

5.  A tentative explanation that is tested to determine if it is valid. 

8.  The Latin name for the smooth areas of the Moon formerly thought to be seas, but which are in fact associated 
with large impact craters filled with basaltic lava flows. 

9.   This type of motion describes the apparent westward motion of the planets with respect to the stars. 

11. This type of material makes up an __________ blanket and is produced by an impact by an asteroid or meteorite. 

12. Water on this planet occurs as a liquid, solid, and as a gas. 

13. This planet may have undergone a collision early on in its history, which knocked it on its side.  This planet is also 
one of the gaseous outer planets. 

15.  An early Greek Astronomer developed a very detailed model for the solar system, which could predict the position 
of the stars, etc.  However, this model was geocentric (Earth-centered) rather than Sun-centered.  

16. This planet has a poisonous atmosphere in which droplets of sulfuric acid envelop the planet. 

20. These are the least abundant of the meteorites and contain both metallic compounds and silicate minerals. 

22. This "modern" astronomer supported the Sun-centered view of the Solar System and was able to construct a 
telescope to aid in his observations.  He discovered four moons orbiting around Jupiter, lunar-like phases to the 
planet Venus, etc. 24. This planet is a stormy, Jovian-type. 

26. This planet is best known for its ring system. 

27 The soil-like layer found on lunar terrains that consists of gray, unconsolidated debris.  This debris has been 
produced meteorite bombardment over that last few Billion years. 

28. This planet has distinct seasons and polar ice caps. 

29. This "modern" astronomer used the precise observations by Tycho Brahe to derive three basic laws of planetary 
motion.  He was also the first to use an elliptical orbit in his Sun-centered model of the Solar System.  

DOWN    

2. This "modern" astronomer was the first to propose a Sun-centered model of the Solar system.  

4.  These are the most common type of meteorites and are composed of silicate minerals rich in iron and 
magnesium. 

5.  These features of the lunar surface typically consist of mountainous regions. 

6. This "modern" astronomer made systematic and extremely precise observations of the locations of the heavenly 
bodies, such as Mars.  He did not follow the Copernican (Sun-centered) view of the Solar System because he 
could not observe stellar parallax with the naked eye.  

7.  This planet is closest to the Sun and has a large core for its relative size.  This planet has the greatest 
temperature extremes of any planet and its surface is similar in appearance to that of our Moon. 

8.  These objects traverse through the Earth's atmosphere and impact on the ground. These originated 4.6 billion 
years ago and they provide vital information about our solar system. 

10. This general type of planet has a dense, metallic core. 

14. This planet is the largest of the gaseous planets. 
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17.  This general type of planet is gaseous and less dense than the other planets. 

18.  Thousands of small planet-like bodies, ranging in size from a few hundred kilometers to less than a kilometer, 
whose orbits lie mainly between those of Mars and Jupiter. 

19. An icy dwarf planet that also exhibits a highly eccentric orbit and is a member of the Kuiper Belt. 

21. He developed the concept of gravity and its influence on the motion of an object.  As a result, he was able to 
explain why the planets were able to maintain their orbits around the Sun.  

23. This Solar ____________ hypothesis explains the development process for the formation of our Solar System.  It 
further explains why the planets lie in a common plane (the plane of the ecliptic) as well as other aspects of our 
Solar System. 

25. These Meteorites are readily identifiable based upon their unusual composition, which consists of metallic iron 
and nickel alloys. 

 
GEOLOGY 300:  PLANETARY EVOLUTION - WORD LIST 

ACCRETION CORE HETEROGENEOUS OCEANIC 

ASTHENOSPHERE CRUST HOMOGENEOUS OUTGASSING 

ATMOSPHERE DIFFERENTIATION LITHOSPHERE RADIOACTIVE DECAY 

COMPRESSION GREENHOUSE MAGMA SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

CONTINENTAL  MANTLE UNIFORMITARIANISM 
 

 

GEOLOGY 300:  PLANETARY EVOLUTION – CLUES 
ACROSS 

4. James Hutton put forth this tenet, "the present is the key to the past," also known as the principle of: 

10. After differentiation a planet’s interior becomes layered or ____________. 

11. This region may be composed of iron and nickel in the terrestrial planets. 

14. This effect reflects an over abundance of carbon dioxide and other gases in the atmosphere. 

15. This type of molten rock may have formed a primitive crust on the early Earth. 

16. This type of crust is thick and not very dense.  It is also rich in Silicon and Aluminum, earning it the term “sialic.” 

17. This type of crust is thin and dense.  It is also rich in Silicon and Magnesium, earning it the term “sima.” 

18. This gravitational activity was one of the mechanisms that caused the early Earth to heat up. 

DOWN 

1. This process formed lava flows and atmospheric gasses through volcanic eruptions, some of which accumulated 
in the atmosphere and others such as water vapor condensed and filled in the lowlands producing the oceans. 

2. The process by which dense materials sink in a planetary body, and lighter materials rise to the surface. 

3. This portion of the upper mantle is strong and rigid. 

5. This type of nuclear reaction helped heat the early Earth and continues to heat the Earth today. 

6. This collisional activity was one of the mechanisms that caused the early Earth to heat up. 

7. Geologists and other scientists develop ideas by following the _____________. 

8. Most planets have one composed of gases and vapor.  It also protects a planet from solar radiation. 

9. This portion of the upper mantle is relatively weak and capable of flow.  It behaves like a hot plastic. 

10. Prior to differentiation, planets like the Earth were probably this type of uniform mixture. 

12. This internal layer of the terrestrial planets contains less Iron and Magnesium than the core, but also less Silicon 
and Aluminum than the crust.  The Lithosphere and Asthenosphere are part of this layer in the Earth. 

13. This portion of planet is produced during differentiation and is composed of the lighter silicate minerals.  


